
As the weather gets cooler, walks 
through the neighborhood are once 
again becoming a popular pastime. 
If you’re the resident of a certain 
New York state street, however, you 
may have noticed something special 
during your afternoon stroll.

Recently, a grandmother named 
Carol and her granddaughter 
decided to put their creative skills to the ultimate test: by creating a miniature 
neighborhood of their own. � e result was a complete “Fairy House Garden 
Tour”, where community members can follow a trail of mini homes, 
decoratives, and items created for any magical guest that chooses to come by.

“We love to use things that can be recycled, and other found objects, like 
old buttons.” Carol commented. “We especially enjoy making the pathways. 
We just use plaster from the hardware store and inset all types of things from 
pebbles to glitter and plastic jewels.”

One particular stop along the tour, “Bean’s 
Pod”, contains a decorative waterfall, as 
well as a small wooden door for any visiting 
guests. According to the granddaughter, it’s 
the perfect spot for anyone looking to relax – 
even for those looking to get into mischief.

“� e fairies can sit by the waterfall and sneak 
into my grandma’s garden to steal fresh 
raspberries. � ey can also play tic tac bug!” 

Even for those not planning on taking 
raspberries, it’s a serene spot to behold 
– and a beautiful testament to what a 
loving family can accomplish. 

Original story from goodnewsnetwork.org
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Upcoming Events
As we approach a very active 
holiday season, we encourage 
you to make an appointment 
to visit your loved one in the 
facility.  As covid continues to be 
fluid, and as directives change, 
please know that Homewood 
Health Campus is dedicated 
to the health and safety of not 
only your loved one, but you as 
well.  We will continue to follow 
CMS and CDC guidelines, as 
well as state and local mandates.  
We look forward to seeing you 
soon! The Life Enrichment 
Department will be decorating 
and providing special Veterans 
Day and Thanksgiving programs 
in the month of November.  

Happy Birthday!
Residents
Paul J. November 07
Danny H. November 13
Lucile P. November 18
Sharon B. November 21
Sonia W. November 30

Happy Thanksgiving



Question 1: What year was the fi rst Th anksgiving celebrated? 

Question 2: What was President Dwight Eisenhower’s middle name?

Question 3: What is the name of the famous ship that sunk in 1912?

Question 4: What is the largest forest in the world?

Question 5: What year did the Vietnam War end? 

Monthly Trivia & Activity Corner

Word Search

BEAUTIFUL

BUTTONS

CRAFT

FAIRY

GLITTER

GRATEFUL

HOUSE

JEWELS

JOY

LEAVES

LOVE

NEIGHBORHOOD

NOVEMBER

THANKS

TRINKETS

WALKS

Q1: In which state did 
George
Washington take the oath 
of o�  ce? New York
Q2: What country does 
cheesecake
originate from? Ancient 
Greece
Q3: What is the largest 
breed of dog?
 � e Great Dane
Q4: How many points do 
you need to
achieve a “perfect score” in 
bowling? 300 
Q5: What celebrity starred 
in Western-genre � lms, 
and had the nickname of 
“Duke”? John Wayne

All trivia answers will be printed in our upcoming month’s newsletter!

Flip the page for last 
month’s trivia answers: 
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Stay in the Loop  
Keep up with latest campus news  

and happenings by following   

us on your favorite social networks!

We strive to provide the best customer 
service and quality care for our residents. 

Our Department Leaders are here  
to solve any concerns you may have.  
In the event that you need further 

assistance with any unresolved concerns,  
we encourage you to call or email  

our Compliance Hotline: 800-908-8618, 
ext. 2800; or comply@trilogyhs.com
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